
 
 

STARCAMP ARE HIRING! 
  
 

STARCAMP are currently seeking EASTER & SUMMER CAMP Leaders and Managers 
to work with them nationwide for 2021. 
 
Starcamp are thrilled to announce that they have started the recruitment process for approx. 
400 seasonal staff as they intend to run 2 weeks of Easter Camps and 8 weeks of Summer 
Camps in 2021. 
 
It is welcome news indeed as it has been an extremely hard year for many Irish businesses that 
have had to let go many if not all staff – a lot of these being students. With this in mind 
Starcamp are absolutely delighted to be able offer approx. 400 positions to many Irish 
students/teachers/childcare workers etc. who have been left unemployed or without a source 
of income over the past few months. 
 
Starcamp are expecting their biggest number of applications over the last 15 years in business 
this year as more and more students are staying at home in Ireland but still trying to gain 
essential experience in the teaching and childcare sector. 
 
Starcamp offers a wonderful, paid working opportunity to the right candidates each year. 
 
Are you a fully qualified primary or post-primary teacher or a trainee teacher?  Are you a 
qualified SNA or do you currently work with children? Are you a dance, drama or singing 
instructor that would like to put your talents to good use or are you currently studying any of 
these subjects? Then keep reading... 
   
Starcamp are looking for trainee teachers/students with a love for children, vibrancy and a flair 
for performance, as well as looking for singing, acting and dancing coaches with experience 
working with children. The core ethos is about building self-esteem and confidence in children in 
a non-competitive environment, and is open to children with all levels of ability. 
  
The experience Starcamp offers is second to none. They offer a fantastic opportunity to work 
with children and leaders from all over the country and gain meaningful experience in 
encouraging confidence and self-esteem in young children. The position would be a great 
addition to any CV when applying for teaching posts. They have repeatedly heard from students, 
who have gained employment over others due to the reference given from Starcamp. 
 



Vital ingredients for the perfect STARCAMP leader: 
 
-Must have excellent experience in working with children. 
-Must be professional, mature and extremely responsible. 
-Must be outgoing, vivacious, fun-loving and have a zest for life! 
-Must have a natural ability to make children feel special. 
-Must have an understanding of and passion for the performing arts. 
-Must take direction well and be a good listener and communicator. 
-Must be available for 7/8 weeks of July and August.  
-Must be available for and go through thorough STARCAMP training and will be Garda Vetted. 
 
  

STARCAMP Summer camp staff members have been offered many opportunities with us 
throughout the years. Some have sang on Charity singles that we have released into the charts, 

some have done extra work with us in RTE & Virgin Media and others have come on board 
to form part of our full time team 

  
To apply, simply fill out the application form at https://starcamp.ie/jobs/ and we will get in 

touch regarding interviews. 
  

We look forward to hearing from you! 
  
 

https://starcamp.ie/jobs/

